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Abstract: Using RFPA software, the hydraulic pressure resistance and damage process of the grouted
stone body of a tunnel in the high-pressure karst zone were analyzed, and the hydraulic pressure
resistance of the composite surrounding rock and composite structure when the tunnel was expanded
through the cavern under the effect of hydraulic coupling was investigated. Then, a new parallel
heading expansion scheme for the New Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel was innovatively discussed, and
the reliability of the results of the calculation model was verified by a field test. Lastly, the model
calculation results guided the project to adopt a 5 m grouting range and advanced secondary lining
to ensure that the composite structure’s water pressure resistance could reach 3 MPa; by adopting the
improved technology of parallel heading expansion based on the CRD method, the safety of tunnel
expansion through the cavity was effectively ensured, which can provide a reference for similar
projects in the future.

Keywords: karst tunnel; numerical simulation; hydraulic pressure resistance; failure mechanism;
tunneling expansion; field test

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the world economy, the limitations of the existing
transportation network are increasingly being reflected. In order to meet the needs of
people’s life, travel, and material transportation, more and more railway tunnels have been
built. China is the country with the most vigorous karst geomorphic development in the
world, with an area of 3.4 million square kilometers, and a considerable number of tunnels
are inevitably built in mountainous areas with karst caves. The construction of tunnels in
these areas often encounters high-pressure and water-rich karst strata, and the construction
process often faces the threat of sudden water and mud hazards in the surrounding hidden
cavities [1]. At present, the construction of long tunnels in high-pressure water-rich karst
areas is still a challenge for the world engineering community, and the safety of tunnel
structures in karst areas has become the focus of many scholars [2,3].

Damage to the tunnel lining in water-rich karst areas occurs under the action of water
pressure, mostly related to people’s insufficient understanding of the ability of the lining to
resist water inrush. For tunnels built-in high-water-pressure karst areas, as the depth of
burial increases, the hydrogeological unit exposure and water pressure will increase, ulti-
mately leading to a greater risk of sudden water gushing mud disaster, which can seriously
affect the service life of the tunnel [4]. In order to effectively reduce the impact of cavities
on tunnel excavation, some scholars have proposed a number of construction disposal
measures on karst based on field measurements, and the use of artificial intelligence for the
prediction of surrounding rock parameters is one of the key steps, which has effectively
helped to reduce the occurrence of sudden flooding in tunnels [5–9]. Some scholars have
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also constructed mechanical response models for tunnels through caves using elastoplas-
tic theory [10–12]. To evaluate the safety level of tunnel excavation in cavernous areas,
Wu et al. [13] established a critical safety thickness criterion for the sudden water flow
caused by palm face destabilization under the consideration of seepage conditions based on
the Hoek–Brown damage criterion. Li et al. [14] derived the formula for the reserved safety
thickness of the palm face of front-overhead cavern-filled tunnels by combining COMSOL
and multiple linear regression methods. Using the above evaluation method, Li et al. [15]
proposed a comprehensive pretreatment method for tunnels by optimizing the treatment
of initial support and increasing the thickness of secondary lining, achieving good results.

A large number of scholars have conducted many studies on structural safety and
disposal measures during tunnel construction, but there are fewer studies on the analysis
of the fracture mechanism of tunnel composite structures under hydraulic pressure in
karst areas, mostly focusing on the damage process of tunnel-surrounding rocks under
different surrounding pressures [16–19], while lacking verification of relevant engineering
examples. Therefore, relying on the New Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel Project, this study
analyzed the hydraulic pressure resistance and damage process of tunnel-grouted stone
bodies in karst areas through numerical calculations and field tests, before verifying the
reliability of the calculation model through field measurements. By revealing the disaster-
causing mechanism of inducing sudden water, the hydraulic pressure resistance of the
composite surrounding rock structure under the action of hydraulic coupling when the
tunnel was expanded through the hidden cavity was studied innovatively, which can
provide a theoretical basis for the selection of structural design parameters of karst tunnels
in the future.

2. Failure Mode of Grouting in Tunnels Crossing High-Pressure Karst Caves

RFPA (realistic failure process analysis) is an analysis software to simulate material
fracture based on finite element stress analysis and statistical damage theory. Compared
with the traditional finite element software to simulate macro nonlinear deformation, it
can also reflect the microfracture process of a material in the deformation process, so as to
simulate the whole process from progressive fracture to instability.

Using the numerical calculation model, the rupture mechanism of the grouted body
under different working conditions was studied on the basis of the characteristics of the
stratum and structural design parameters of the section, with the water pressure of the
cavity, the location of the cavity, the grouting material, and the range of the grouted
reinforcement area as the main influencing factors.

2.1. Failure Characteristics of Grouting in Tunnel Crossing the High-Pressure Karst Cave
2.1.1. Establishment of the Numerical Calculation Model

Statistics on karst tunneling hazards show that most of the water-bearing cavities
encountered in karst tunneling are in the near-horizontal direction, with only a few cavities
in the near-vertical direction [20]. The near-vertical cavities are governed by the flow
characteristics of dissolved water. The cavities are generally larger in size, and most of
them have signs of surface exposure; thus, such geological structures are often avoided
in tunnel surveys, and tunneling disasters caused by vertical cavities are not common.
The RFPA software simplified the karst into a nearly horizontal water-bearing cavity to
study the damage characteristics of the tunnel grouting circle under a high-pressure cavity.
Taking a large lateral cavity as an example, it was assumed that the tunnel parallel heading
expansion profile crossed the cavity, and the cavity fill needed to be reinforced by curtain
grouting before expansion. The inner diameter of the tunnel was 10 m, the inner diameter
of the parallel heading was 5 m, and the grouting reinforcement circle range was 5 m
outside the tunnel expansion contour. Taking into account the influence of the parallel
heading expansion range, the calculation model size had to be greater than three times
the diameter of the hole, which was taken as 100 m × 100 m. The tunnel burial depth was
500 m, the average self-weight of the surrounding rock was 20 kN/m3, the applied vertical
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mean load was about 10 MPa, and the lateral pressure coefficient of rock was taken as 1.5.
The calculation model is shown in Figure 1. The model was considered by the plane strain
problem, and the modified Coulomb criterion including the tensile cutoff was used as the
strength criterion for unit damage. The structural parameters of the surrounding rock level
are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Calculation parameters of the RFPA model.

Materials Elastic Modulus
(GPa) Poisson’s Ratio Angle of Internal

Friction (◦)
Permeability

Coefficient (m/Day)
Cohesion

(MPa)
Gravity
(kN/m3)

Rock 0.48 0.3 35 0.044 0.05 20
Grouting 2.0 0.35 35 0.00443 0.065 24

The calculation steps of all models in this paper were the same. The first step was
a steady pressure after grouting for the existing parallel heading; the water pressure load
was applied to the inner wall of the water-bearing cavity to simulate the water pressure
effect in the cavity, and the initial water pressure in the water-bearing cavity was 0.1 MPa,
with a single-step increment of 0.01 MPa. The second step was the construction of the
existing parallel heading expansion, and the water pressure in the cavity was calculated to
increase until the rupture of the grouted reinforcement circle bursts water.

2.1.2. Results of Numerical Calculations

According to the numerical simulation calculation results, the damage pattern results
of typical steps were extracted, as shown in Figure 2, corresponding to steps 1-1, 2-1, 10-1,
19-1, 26-1, 26-5, 26-8, and 26-9, with water pressures of 0.1 MPa, 0.11 MPa, 0.19 MPa,
0.28 MPa, and 0.35 MPa, respectively. It can be observed in Figure 2 that, because the initial
state of the cavity had 0.1 MPa water pressure, a circular stress zone was distributed around
the cavity before the excavation of the existing parallel heading, and no structural damage
occurred in the grouted stone body between the cavity and the parallel heading at this
time. After the excavation of the existing parallel heading, the original stress balance was
broken, and stresses were redistributed around the tunnel, on both sides of the tunnel, as
well as at the top and bottom of the arch. In addition, at this time, a very obvious stress
concentration appeared in the grouted stone body, and a new stress equilibrium state was
finally reached under the influence of the mutual coupling of force and flow fields. Then,
with the increase in water pressure inside the cavity, microcracks began to be generated
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on one side of the grouted stone body inside the tunnel, and, as the stress concentration
on both sides of the grouted stone body further increased, coupled with the minimum
restraint on both sides of the grouted stone body, a macroscopic main crack connecting the
bottom of the tunnel arch and the interior of the cavity was gradually extended through,
and another main crack extending from the interior of the cavity to the right arch of the
tunnel was also gradually extended. Eventually, the grouted stone body collapsed to the
interior of the tunnel as a whole with the two main cracks as the slipping surface, and the
stone body was completely destroyed.
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Figure 2. Numerical calculation results of the damage model of the grouted body under the influence
of a water-rich cave: (a–h).

When the surrounding rock unit underwent brittle damage, the elastic energy released
from the rock body was released externally in the form of acoustic emission; hence, the
acoustic emission characteristics of the rock could reflect the process of rock rupture. The
calculated acoustic emission at a typical loading step is shown in Figure 3. A light color in
the acoustic emission diagram indicates that the compression damage occurred in the rock
unit, and a dark color indicates that the tensile damage occurred in the rock unit. From
Figure 3, it can be seen that, after the parallel heading initially expanded the tunnel, as
the water pressure in the cavity continued to rise, the grouted rock unit first appeared
as a compression shear damage unit; then, as the water pressure in the cavity gradually
increased, the compression shear damage unit gradually decreased. When the water
pressure in the cavity rose to 0.35 MPa, the grouted rock unit presented cracks, which were
mainly caused by tensile shear damage.
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2.2. Influence of Cavity Location on the Effect of Grouting
2.2.1. Establishment of Numerical Calculation Models

The effect of grouting and water plugging reinforcement in karst areas can be influ-
enced by the relative position of the tunnel and the cavity. According to the typical spatial
and temporal distribution of karst cavities, the four calculation cases shown in Figure 4
were summarized, and the grouting and water plugging effects were studied under these
four tunnel-cavity relative positions. The water pressure resistance and damage mode of
different thicknesses of the grouting were analyzed in each case, and the thickness of the
grouting circle was taken as 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, 6 m, 7 m, 8 m, 9 m, and 10 m, respectively;
the grouting material was superfine cement–water/glass double liquid. According to the
numerical simulation results, the structural stability of the grouted body was compared
and analyzed under different thicknesses of the grouted reinforcement circle, and the
influence of karst morphology on the curtain grouting was investigated. The stratigraphic
parameters, model excavation, and cavity water pressure application methods used in the
calculations were as described above.
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2.2.2. Results of Numerical Calculations

The calculated results of the water pressure resistance of the grouted stone body under
different relative positions of the tunnel and the cave are shown in Figure 5. It can be found
that, in all cases, the main cracks of the grouted rock mass basically sprouted from the
two ends of the middle rock column, and then the cracks developed gradually with the
increase in water pressure until penetration. Eventually, the grouted rock mass collapsed
into the tunnel with complete damage. A further analysis of typical acoustic emission
diagrams in various cases is shown in Figure 6. It can be found that the main cracks formed
by the grouted stone body were all caused by tensile–shear damage. When traversing
the cavern cluster, the grout ring damage was mainly generated and developed from the
weakest point, as shown in Figure 6d, and the tensile shear damage was mainly generated
at the closest relative distance to the cavern.

Comparing the water pressure resistance of the grout range in different cases, the
graph of the water pressure resistance of the grout ring for the tunnel and the cavity at
different relative positions was obtained, as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from the
figure that, with the same thickness of the grouted stone, the tunnel in case 4 had the
least resistance to water pressure, the tunnel in case 1 had the greatest resistance to water
pressure, and the tunnels in case 2 and case 3 had moderate resistance to water pressure.
The results of the four calculated cases of the grouting circle showed a consistent trend.
The numerical calculation also showed that, even when the thickness of the grout circle
increased to 10 m, the hydraulic pressure resistance of the grouted stone body was only
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about 1 MPa, and the excessive cavern water pressure would also lead to more difficulties
in slurry injection; hence, this type of cave is best constructed during the non-rainy season.
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2.3. Influence of Grouting Range on the Effect of Grouting
2.3.1. Establishment of Numerical Calculation Models

Since the location of the cavity is more certain in the actual project, precise grouting
can not only save resources but also improve the construction efficiency. Therefore, the
calculation model took the circle angle of the grouting reinforcement circle as 30◦, 60◦, 90◦,
120◦, 180◦, and 360◦ in order to study the influence of different grouting ranges on the water
pressure resistance of the grouting circle. The thickness of the slurry reinforcement circle
was taken as 5 m, and the corresponding model is shown in Figure 8. The stratigraphic
parameters, model excavation, and cavity water pressure application methods used in the
calculations were as described above.
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2.3.2. Results of Numerical Calculations

The effect of different grouting reinforcement zones on the hydraulic resistance of
the grouted stone body during the tunnel side penetration of the cavern was calculated
as shown in Figure 9. From the figure, it can be seen that the damage to the stone body
at different grouting angles was dominated by tensile–shear damage, the main cracks of
the grouted stone body were sprouted from both ends of the reinforcement circle, and
the cracks penetrated the structure. With the increase in the grouting angle range, the
location of the cracked stone body expanded to the outer side, and, when the grouting
range reached 120◦, the crack no longer penetrated, which can be considered as a significant
weakening of the effect of cavern water pressure on tunnel safety after this time. From the
calculation results of typical acoustic emission of different ranges shown in Figure 10, it
can be seen that, as the grouting range increased, the energy generated when the stone
body was destroyed under critical water pressure gradually increased, and there were
more tensile and shear damage units. The damage of the grouting circle at this time tended
to have a greater disturbance toward the stable surrounding rock, which indicated that the
effect on the tunnel stability after the destruction of the grouted stone body with stronger
resistance to water pressure is often greater and needs to be focused on during construction.
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According to the calculation results, the water pressure resistance of different grouting
reinforced areas was analyzed, and the water pressure resistance and damage characteristics
of the stone body under various grouting reinforced areas were compared, as shown in
Figure 11. It can be found that a larger extent of the grouting reinforcement zone led to
a better the effect of grouting stone reinforcement. When the grouting range was enlarged
to the extent that the tunnel was separated from the karst, while continuing to increase
the range of the grouting reinforcement zone, the effect on improving the water pressure
resistance of the grouted stone body was weak. Compared with the calculation results
of the 180◦ grouting reinforcement area and 360◦ grouting reinforcement area, it can be
seen that, for the case of the adopted side cavity calculation, the 180◦ grouting range and
360◦ grouting range had no significant effect on the improvement of the karst body’s
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hydraulic resistance. Therefore, in the actual project, there is no need to grout the side
cavities of the tunnel without cavity distribution, and single-side grouting can meet the
safety requirements.
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3. Analysis of the Safety Thickness of Composite Surrounding Rock in Tunnels
Crossing High-Pressure Karst Caves

In karst tunnel construction, when the tunnel crosses the cave influenced area, the
safety distance between the tunnel and the hidden cave and the safety thickness of the rock
plate in front of the palm face are the key issues to be solved in karst tunnel construction.
In this study, in the existing parallel heading expansion construction, the safety thickness of
the palm face in front of the rock pan was not considered; focusing on the safety of the sur-
rounding rock structure between the tunnel and the cavity, a greater safety thickness of the
surrounding rock would lead to a better stability. When the safety thickness of the surround-
ing rock between the tunnel and the surrounding cavity is not enough, the surrounding
rock can be grouted and reinforced, and the surrounding rock and grouted stone body can
act as a composite surrounding rock for the safety thickness of the anti-surge study.

3.1. Failure Characteristics of Surrounding Rock with Grouting in Tunnel Crossing the
High-Pressure Karst Cave
3.1.1. Establishment of the Numerical Calculation Model

In order to study the hydraulic resistance of the composite structure formed by the
grouting circle and the remaining surrounding rock near the tunnel, the following model
was established: it was assumed that, after the parallel heading expansion, 3 m thick
surrounding rock remained between the tunnel and the side hidden cavity. At this point,
the safety thickness of the surrounding rock may not have been sufficient, and the cavity
filling needed to be reinforced with grout before the parallel heading expansion. The
thickness of grouting reinforcement was 5 m; hence, the 3 m thick surrounding rock and
5 m thick grouted rock body could be regarded as a composite surrounding rock after the
parallel heading expansion, and the cavity could be simplified as a water-bearing cavity
to carry out a simulation study of the composite surrounding rock’s resistance to water
pressure. The model is schematically shown in Figure 12. The stratigraphic parameters,
model excavation, and cavity water pressure application methods used in the calculations
were as described above.
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3.1.2. Results of Numerical Calculations

According to the numerical simulation calculation results, the damage pattern dia-
grams of typical steps were extracted as shown in Figure 13, corresponding to steps 1-1
(0.1 MPa), 2-1 (0.11 MPa), 90-2 (1.0 MPa), 110-1 (1.2 MPa), 210-1 (2.2 MPa), 210-2 (2.2 MPa),
210-6 (2.2 MPa), and 210-9 (2.2 MPa). Observing the figure, it can be found that, because
the initial state of the cavity had 0.1 MPa water pressure, there were circular stress zones
distributed before the excavation of the existing parallel heading and around the cavity, and
no crack expansion of the composite surrounding rock between the cavity and the parallel
heading occurred at this time. After the construction of the existing parallel heading expan-
sion, the original stress balance around the tunnel was broken, and stress redistribution
appeared around the tunnel. Furthermore, the composite surrounding rock showed a very
obvious stress concentration and finally reached a new stress equilibrium state under the
repeated coupling effect of force and flow fields. With the increased water pressure inside
the cave, it can be found that a micro-crack had sprouted in the outer layer of the composite
surrounding rock of the grouted stone body, and, with the further increase in the stress
concentration in the grouted stone body, a macroscopic crack had extended through to the
inner layer of the composite surrounding rock body. At this time, the cavity water pressure
acted on the surrounding rock through the crack. Then, with the continuous increase in the
water pressure in the cavity, the main crack connecting the bottom of the cavity and the
bottom of the tunnel arch was extended through. Finally, the whole composite surrounding
rock body collapsed to the interior of the tunnel.

The acoustic emission of the typical loading step obtained from the calculation is
shown in Figure 14. As can be seen from the figure, after the parallel heading was just
expanded to form the tunnel, the composite surrounding rock structure was intact, and the
acoustic emission energy was weak. With the increasing water pressure in the cavity, the
acoustic emission energy gradually accumulated. When the water pressure in the cavity
rose to 1.0 MPa, the grouted stone body in the outer layer of the composite surrounding rock
started to appear as a compression shear unit, and the distribution of the pressurized unit
expanded along the cavity toward the tunnel. This feature was reflected in the minimum
principal stress diagram as cracks started to appear in the grouted stone body and started
to sprout from the inside of the cavity toward the tunnel. Then, as the water pressure
in the cavity rose further, the number of compression–shear units on the grouted stone
body increased dramatically, reflecting that the structure was being damaged at this time.
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Eventually, the grouted stone body was damaged, and the water pressure in the cavity
acted on the inner layer of the composite surrounding rock body along the fracture of the
grouted stone body, which appeared as a tensile–shear damage unit. For the above model,
when the water pressure in the cavity reached 2.2 MPa, the surrounding rock body was
damaged, and the crack at this time was mainly caused by the tensile–shear damage.
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3.2. Analysis of Tunnel Safety Thickness for Different Calculation Cases

The New Austrian Tunneling Method believes in giving full play to the self-stabilizing
ability of the surrounding rock and considers the surrounding rock as an integral part of
the tunnel composite structure. Therefore, the structural safety thickness analysis should
include the safety thickness analysis of the surrounding rock, the safety thickness analysis
of the surrounding rock plus slurry body (composite surrounding rock), and the safety
thickness analysis of the liner plus surrounding rock plus slurry body (composite structure).

3.2.1. Analysis of Safety Thickness of the Surrounding Rock

For the case of the hidden cavity on the side of the tunnel, the safety thickness of the
surrounding rock was analyzed by the above model. The calculation results are shown in
Figure 15, from which it can be seen that the surrounding rock thickness of 1 m could only
resist 0.2 MPa water pressure, and the surrounding rock thickness of 2 m could already
resist 0.6 MPa water pressure, which doubled the thickness of the surrounding rock and
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increased the resistance to water pressure by three times. When the surrounding rock
thickness increased to 10 m, the resistance to water pressure reached 3.1 MPa, compared
with the surrounding rock thickness of 1 m, the surrounding rock thickness increased by
10 times, and the resistance to water pressure increased by 15.5 times. The water pressure
resistance increased by 15.5 times compared with the 1 m thickness of the surrounding rock.
It can be found that a thicker surrounding rock led to a stronger hydraulic resistance. The
growth process of this showed a linear trend, and the growth rate was almost a constant.
This is because, on the one hand, the thicker surrounding rock body had a greater bearing
capacity; on the other hand, the influence range of the cavity would have been weakened
with the increase in distance between the cavity and the tunnel.
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3.2.2. Analysis of Safety Thickness of the Composite Surrounding Rock

From the research results in Figure 15, it can be seen that, if 3 MPa water pressure was
required to be resisted, the surrounding rock thickness needed to reach 10 m, and, when the
surrounding rock thickness was less than 10 m after parallel heading expansion, the cavity
filling needed to be grouted and reinforced. At this time, the remaining surrounding rock
after excavation and the grouted stone body were considered as a whole, the composite
surrounding rock safety distance between the tunnel and the surrounding hidden cavity
was studied, and the composite surrounding rock safety thickness was calculated together.
The calculation model is shown in Figure 12, where the surrounding rock thickness was
taken as 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, 6 m, 7 m, 8 m, 9 m, and 10 m. For each surrounding
rock thickness, the numerical simulation calculation of grouting range was carried out
separately, and the thickness of grouted cobble body was taken as 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, 6 m, 7 m,
8 m, 9 m, and 10 m, respectively.

The comparison of water pressure resistance of different composite rock thicknesses is
shown in Figure 16. As can be seen from the figure, a greater thickness of the surrounding
rock and a thicker grouted stone body led to a higher corresponding composite surrounding
the rock’s resistance to water pressure capacity. When the thickness of the grouted stone
body was certain, the trend of the composite surrounding rock’s resistance as a function of
the water pressure capacity increased with the thickness of the surrounding rock, which
could be divided into three stages: growth period, stable period, and accelerated period.
When the thickness of the surrounding rock was less than 3 m, the composite surrounding
rock’s resistance to water pressure capacity increased significantly with the thickness of the
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surrounding rock. When the thickness of the surrounding rock was 3–4 m, the growth rate
of the water pressure resistance curve slowed down; when the thickness of the surrounding
rock reached above 4 m, the slope of the water pressure resistance curve gradually increased.
After analysis, it can be seen that a greater thickness of the composite surrounding rock
led to a stronger water pressure resistance; as the thickness of the composite surrounding
rock and the distance between the karst and tunnel increased, the influence of karst became
weaker relative to the tunnel.
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According to the five locations of observation points shown in the model of Figure 12,
the calculated results of pressure at these observation points were extracted to analyze the
trend of pressure values at different thicknesses of grouting, and the results are shown in
Figure 17. From Figure 17a, it can be seen that with the increase in thickness of grouting, the
overall trend of water pressure behind the second lining decreased first and then became
stable. When the thickness of grouting increased from 3 m to 5 m, the maximum water
pressure at the observation point behind the lining was reduced from 0.3 MPa to 0.04 MPa,
after which the water pressure no longer decreased significantly with a further increase
in the thickness of grouting. From Figure 17b, it can be seen that, for the earth pressure
behind the second lining, the effect of the thickness of grouting on the earth pressure was
not obvious. With the increase in thickness of grouting from 3 m to 10 m, the earth pressure
at all observation points always fluctuated around a stable value, which may be due to the
fact that the self-weight load generated by the rock was basically carried by itself after being
reinforced, and the self-supporting capacity of the surrounding rock was given full play at
this time. To summarize the results, it is recommended that a grouting thickness of 5 m
selected for site construction can effectively reduce the pressure behind the second lining.
At this time, the numerical calculation results showed that the water pressure behind the
second lining of the arch was about 0.025 MPa, and the water pressure of the left and right
arch foot was 0.03 MPa and 0.04 MPa, respectively, while the earth pressure at the top of
the arch was about 0.4 MPa, the earth pressure at the left and right arch foot was about
0.04 MPa and 0.035 MPa, and the earth pressure at the left and right arch waist was about
0.2 MPa and 0.16 MPa, respectively.
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Figure 17. Trend of pressure with grout thickness at different locations in the numerical model:
(a) characteristics of water pressure variation with grouting thickness; (b) characteristics of earth
pressure variation with grouting thickness.

3.2.3. Analysis of Safety Thickness of the Composite Structure

Unlike hydraulic tunnels, railroad and highway tunnels also need to maintain a dry
and water-free operating environment. Taking the New Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel side-
passing cavern as an example, when there is no remaining surrounding rock between the
tunnel expansion and the cavity, only the grouted stone body resists the water pressure in
the cavity; when the rainy season comes, the water pressure in the cavity may increase. In
order to ensure the safety of construction, in addition to grouting reinforcement outside the
outline of the tunnel expansion, it was also necessary to first apply a temporary second
lining structure; at this time, the temporary second lining, the initial support, and the
grouted stone body were considered as a composite structure, and the resistance to water
pressure was studied. In the numerical calculation model, the thickness of the grouted
stone body was 5 m, the thickness of the primary support was 0.2 m, and the thickness
of the second lining was varied as 0 m, 0.4 m, 0.8 m, 1.0 m, and 1.2 m. The stratigraphic
parameters, model excavation, and cavity water pressure application methods used in the
calculations were as described above.

Numerical simulations were conducted to study the hydraulic pressure resistance
of the composite structure at different secondary lining thicknesses, and the results are
shown in Table 2. Comparing the new results with the old results, it can be found that the
composite structure could be increased from 0.35 MPa to 0.68 MPa by applying only the
initial support structure in the case of 5 m thickness of the grouted stone body at the tunnel
periphery, which was 1.94 times higher than before. The application of initial support and
secondary lining can greatly improve the water pressure resistance of the tunnel structure
and grouting reinforcement circle. It can be found that a larger lining thickness led to
a stronger composite structure resistance to water pressure; when the secondary lining
thickness reached 1.2 m, the composite structure’s resistance to water pressure could be
increased to 4.44 MPa.

Table 2. Water pressure resistance of composite structures with different second lining thicknesses.

Thickness of Secondary Lining (m) 0 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2

Critical water pressure (MPa) 0.68 1.51 2.30 3.56 4.44
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4. Engineering Application
4.1. Project Overview

The New Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel is a tunnel project formed by expanding the
existing parallel heading of the established Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel on the Yuhuai
I-line. The maximum depth of burial is about 774 m, with a total length of 11.1 km. the
clearance size of the parallel heading is 4 m × 4 m, and the size of the expanded tunnel
section is 7 m × 10 m. The lithology of the strata in this section is mainly carbonated
rocks and clastic rocks deposited in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic, with a loose accumulation
of the Fourth Series accounting for some. The tunnel continuously crosses the Mao Ba
slope and Tong Ma Ling back slope. The karst cave is located in the core of the Mao Ba
slope, 3060 m from the entrance, 60 m long, and 579 m deep. The cave is characterized
by obvious dissolution fissures and large water surges, with a strong correlation between
water pressure and surface rainfall. The cavity filler is powder clay and clayey fine sand,
with poor self-stabilization ability. The main difficulty of the project is that the tunnel
main cavern suffers from a cavern water pressure of about 3.013 MPa, and the cavern area
parallel heading expansion can lead to no remaining surrounding rock between the tunnel
and the surrounding hidden cavern or an insufficient safety thickness of the surrounding
rock. Therefore, there is a great risk of sudden water and mud. The cross-section of the
tunnel and cave location is shown in Figure 18.
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4.2. Construction Plan for Excavation Expansion

Through the above numerical calculation of the hydraulic resistance of the grouted
stone body, the final determination of the thickness of the grouting circle in the high-
pressure water-rich karst section of the New Yuanliang Mountain tunnel was 5 m, and, for
the lateral cavities, only single-side curtain grouting was required. In order to improve
the safety of the tunnel through the cavern section in the rainy season, a 0.4 m temporary
secondary lining was applied to the core section of the tunnel through the karst cave before
the onset of the rainy season.

In addition, in order to find a suitable solution for the parallel heading expansion,
the settlement differences between the tunnel during the construction of the center cross
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diaphragm method (CRD) and center diaphragm method (CD) were compared and ana-
lyzed by numerical calculations, and the characteristics of the construction steps of both
are shown in Figure 19. The calculation results are shown in Figure 20, revealing that the
maximum amount of settlement deformation in the monitored section was 8.64 mm and
the maximum horizontal convergence deformation was 2.52 mm when the CRD method
was adopted for excavation expansion. However, the maximum amount of settlement
deformation in the monitored section was 12.28 mm and the maximum horizontal conver-
gence deformation was 5.86 mm when the CD method was adopted. It is obvious that the
CRD method restricted the displacement of the surrounding rock and controlled the plastic
zone of the surrounding rock more effectively by turning the excavation surface into zero
and reducing the area of one excavation at the palm face. According to the characteristics
of the New Yuanliang Mountain tunnel project, the CRD method was finally selected for
the tunnel construction of the cavern section from a safety point of view.
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1©– 2©– 3©– 4©– 5© was carried out.

Figure 20. Comparison of tunnel settlement caused by CRD method and CD method during excava-
tion: (a) comparison of vertical settlement of archtop; (b) comparison of horizontal convergence of
arch waist.

4.3. Field Test Verification

To verify the reliability of the above numerical calculations, relevant field tests were
performed on the water resistance of the structure after the construction of the tunnel at the
New Yuanliang Mountain. During the rainy season, the water pressure in the cavity section
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was monitored and measured, and the selected sections DK340+300 and DK340+377 were
tested for the water pressure between the initial support and the secondary lining, the
stress on the secondary liner rebar, the contact pressure between the initial support and the
secondary lining, etc. The sensor arrangement and field installation of each monitoring
section are shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Diagram of the layout of the monitoring section measurement points and the installation
of instruments on site: (a) monitoring section measurement point layout diagram; (b) on-site water
pressure meter installation diagram; (c) on-site rebar meter installation diagram; (d) on-site earth
pressure meter installation diagram.

The results of field monitoring are shown in Figure 22, which showed that, during
the month-long monitoring at the rainy season, the results of all monitoring points of the
two sections with respect to the water pressure behind the lining were lower than 0.1 MPa,
reflecting the obvious efficiency of the above construction water resistance technology.
The monitoring results of the rebar meter inside the second liner were all around 30 MPa,
which indicated that the second liner was stable in force, and that the structure had good
performance in resisting water pressure. As for the contact pressure between the initial
support and the secondary lining, the pressure at the top of the arch was slightly larger than
that at the foot and waist of the arch, about 0.5 MPa, and the pressure at the foot of the arch
was the smallest, about 0.4 MPa, which was because the top of the arch featured vertical
pressure, while the foot of the arch featured lateral pressure. The pressure at the waist
of the arch was just between the two, consistent with the actual situation. Summarizing
the results, it can be obtained that the actual construction using the abovementioned
grouting excavation scheme allowed the grouted stone body and the lining structure to
effectively meet the requirements of the project for the hydraulic pressure resistance, which
qualitatively reflected the accuracy of the numerical results.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Analysis of Damage Characteristics

In the tunnel construction process, the parallel heading expansion can cause stress
redistribution and, thus, cause the tunnel to converge inward; thus, it is important to
control and monitor the tunnel deformation during the study of the damage of grouted
rock masses and composite surrounding rocks. It is also important to investigate the
correlation between acoustic emission energy and damage to the surrounding rock, as
a large amount of acoustic emission energy is released whenever there is large damage to
the surrounding rock unit. In the numerical calculation model shown in Figures 1 and 12,
four monitoring points were set up inside the tunnel, labeled A, B, C, and D. During the
calculation, the convergence deformation and acoustic emission energy in the tunnel were
monitored and analyzed in the process of sudden water of the composite surrounding rock
caused by the increased water pressure in the karst cave, and the displacement was in the
positive direction to the right. The results are shown in Figures 23 and 24, respectively.

From Figure 23, it can be seen that the unloading caused by the expansion of the
parallel heading would cause the release of stress in the surrounding rock. When the
parallel heading was first expanded, the four measurement points A, B, C, and D all
experienced certain displacements, with the largest displacement at point B near the cavity,
which remained the largest displacement until the final destruction. This indicates that, if
the convergence deformation on one side of the tunnel construction is larger than the other
side in the karst area, attention should be paid to the uneven stress distribution on that
side of the site. At this point, a special geological environment was revealed on that side,
such as the possible existence of hidden pressure cavities. For the A and C measurement
points, due to their distribution being far from the cavity, the cavity water pressure was
less affected. After the parallel heading extension, the measurements remained unchanged
until the destruction of the grouted stone on the right side of the tunnel. For points B and
D, it was obvious that their displacement curves could be roughly divided into three stages:
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growth period, stabilization period, and dramatic damage period. At the beginning of the
parallel heading expansion, the displacement curve of the two points developed rapidly,
and the acoustic emission energy accumulated slowly at this time. Then, the displacement
of measurement points entered the stable period after reaching the peak, during which
the displacement almost did not increase, and almost no acoustic emission energy was
generated, indicating that the stone body finally reached a relatively stable state through the
continuous redistribution of internal stress. When the water pressure in the cavity reached
0.28 MPa, the displacement of measurement points B and D increased dramatically, and the
acoustic emission energy was also generated suddenly and increased rapidly. This stage
corresponded to the destruction of the grouted stone body, which gradually dissipated
during the destruction process. Finally, when the water pressure in the cavity reached
0.35 MPa, the grouted stone body was completely destroyed.
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The changes in displacement and acoustic emission energy with the water pressure
in the cavern in Figure 24 showed a consistent trend with Figure 23 as a whole. At the
beginning of the parallel heading expansion, the displacement injection of B and D points
increased; when the water pressure in the cavern reached 1 MPa, the displacement of
the measurement points entered a stable period, after which the displacement hardly
increased. When the water pressure in the cavern reached 1.5 MPa, the displacement
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curves of B and D measurement points presented an inflection point, and the curve entered
a dramatic increase period. Finally, when the water pressure in the cavity reached 2.2 MPa,
the surrounding rock was damaged. The difference between Figures 23 and 24 is because
the composite surrounding rock structure formed by the grouted stone body and the
surrounding rock together had better resistance to water pressure, the displacement change
curve was more gentle in the growth period, and the change in displacement did not cause
the accumulation of acoustic emission energy immediately in the destruction period due to
the better stability of the composite surrounding rock structure. This resulted in a certain
lag effect in the peak of acoustic emission energy compared to the displacement variation
curve. In summary, it can be seen that the damage to the surrounding rock can be predicted
or judged by monitoring the acoustic emission energy of the structure in the actual project,
and the results of field measurements also verified its reliability. In the construction of karst
tunnels, if there is an accelerated development of displacement convergence on one side
and the acoustic emission energy increases sharply, the focus should be on the force state
of the structure, and one should remain alert to the possibility of sudden water and mud
disasters to avoid generating subsequent disasters.

5.2. Verification of Model Reliability

In order to verify the reliability of the results of numerical simulation, the results
of the numerical calculation were compared and analyzed with the results of the field
measurements. The earth pressure and water pressure at the observation point when the
thickness of grouting was 5 m in Figure 17 were extracted and compared with the earth
and water pressure obtained from the field monitoring in Section 4.3; the results are plotted
in Figure 25. From Figure 25a, it can be seen that the overall numerical calculation results
were lower compared to the actual measured water pressure in the field, but the error was
basically within 0.03 MPa. The reason for the lower calculation result is that the actual
grouted stone was not homogeneous due to the limitation of the construction process on
site; however, in the numerical calculation, the model was too idealized, resulting in the
hydraulic pressure resistance being better than the actual situation. In Figure 25b, it is
shown that, for earth pressure, the numerical simulation results were in good agreement
with the field test results, and the average error was within 0.01 MPa. The above-discussed
results reflect that the numerical calculation model of this paper has good reliability in
general and can be used to guide field construction.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, on the basis of the Xin Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel Project, the hydraulic
pressure resistance and damage process of composite structures in tunnels with karst
area were analyzed using RFPA software to reveal the disaster-causing mechanism under
high water pressure. The construction plan of the parallel heading expansion of the Xin
Yuanliang Mountain tunnel was discussed and verified by field testing. The main research
conclusions obtained were as follows:

(1) The rupture characteristics of grouted stone around the tunnel induced by tunnel
expansion construction were explored from the perspectives of mechanics and acoustic
emission. The results showed that the cracks were mainly caused by tensile–shear damage,
and the whole damage process could be divided into three stages: the growth phase,
stabilization phase, and violent damage phase.

(2) By comparing the field monitoring data with the model calculation results in the
paper, it was found that the earth pressure obtained from the model calculation was similar
to the actual monitoring results, with an average error of about 0.01 MPa; the water pressure
was smaller than the actual results by about 0.03 MPa, due to the idealization of the model
grouting parameters. Overall, the model has good reliability and can be used to guide the
practical engineering applications.

(3) The New Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel was constructed through a high-pressure
water-rich cave, which has a large volume, large water volume, and high water pressure,
with a maximum water pressure of 3.0 MPa in the rainy season. According to the numerical
model, the project finally adopted a 5 m grouting range and temporary secondary lining
of the core section of the cavity. The monitoring results showed that the water pressure
behind the lining was only 0.04 MPa at this time, ensuring the safety of the construction
through the cavern.

(4) To address the problem of the high risk of expansion construction in the karst cave
section of the new Yuanliang Mountain Tunnel, an improved construction technique of
expansion of reserved core soil based on the CRD method was proposed. This method
supports the lining structure of the existing parallel heading with a temporary steel frame,
which makes full use of the support capacity of the existing parallel heading lining. After
the deformation of the ring initial support steel frame is stabilized, and the existing lining
and internal temporary steel frame are removed, the displacement of the surrounding rock
can be reduced by about 50%, ensuring the safety of the tunnel expansion.
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